We construct generalized act wreath products over wreath products of a monoid with a small category. This construction generalizes wreath products of acts over wreath products of monoids, arbitrary acts over their endomorphism monoids, and graphs as acts over their monoids of strong endomorphisms. We characterize divisible, torsion-free, and act regular generalized act wreath products and apply the results in particular to prove the respective endoproperties for projective acts.
Wreath products, probably first introduced for groups by Specht in 1933, since then have earned merit as constructions and generalizations of other w x structures. A monograph by Meldrum 13 covers much of the material. In connection with cascade decomposition of automata, special interest ex-Ž tends to wreath products of acts over wreath products of monoids see also w x. Eilenberg's book 2 .
It has turned out that wreath products of acts over wreath products of monoids are suitable to generalize free right S-acts considered as left acts Ž w x . over their endomorphism monoids where S is a monoid cf. 10, 14, 15 . Moreover, it has turned out that endomorphism monoids of projective acts cannot be represented as wreath products of monoids, but as a wreath Ž w x. product of a monoid with a small category see 4 , a construction which w x has been introduced by Fleischer 3 . The same is true for the endomorw x phism monoid of every S-act; see also 4 .
The aim of the present work is to generalize the wreath product of acts in such a way that it becomes an act over a corresponding wreath product of a monoid with a small category. It will be shown that this construction also generalizes an arbitrary right S-act as a left act over its endomorphism monoid and an arbitrary graph as a left act over its monoid of so-called Ž . strong endomorphisms in Section 2 . Starting from Section 3, we shall characterize divisibility, torsion-freeness, and act regularity of such act wreath products and deduce the corresponding endoproperties for projective right acts; that is, we look for conditions under which projective acts have these properties when considered as acts over their endomorphism monoids.
BASIC DEFINITION
For a monoid S with 1 a nonempty set A on which S acts from the right Ž . For an arbitrary category K we use the notation Ob K or just K for the Ž . class of objects and Mor a, b for the set of morphisms in K from a to b, Note that U is a graph with trivial -relation and Y are sets for u g U.
Ž . with as t s a st and a1 s a for all a g A, s, t g S, is called a right S-act and is denoted by A . For two right S-acts
K Ž . a, b g Ob K. By Map X,
u
Note further that an analogous construction is possible for directed graphs and also for graphs with a broader class of the so-called strong Ž w x. graph mappings cf. 1 . In the latter case the classes Y are graphs which u may have edges.
WREATH PRODUCT CONSTRUCTIONS
Ž w x. For convenience we recall cf. also 8 w x Construction 2.1 3 . Let R be a monoid, and let K be a small R-compatible category such that the objects of K form a left R-act K, R Ž . where R-compatible means that for x, y g K one has Mor x, y / л if K and only if there exists r g R with rx s y.
g Rwr K we define the multiplication Note that the requirement on K to be R-compatible is not a serious R w x restriction as was shown in 5, Lemma 2.2 . Note moreover that f, g g Ž .
Consider for a monoid R and a small category K the wreath product Rwr K from Construction 2.1. Let B be a concrete category and : K ª B a covariant functor which is surjective with respect to objects. w x We define the act wreath product K B over Rwr K as
Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .
xgK a R w x Ž . w x Ž . This way K B g Rwr K y Act; i.e., K B is a left Rwr K -act, also Ž . Ž .
, the wreath product of the monoids R and S through 
which is an isomorphism of monoids. Note that on the right side x g A means x is an object of K . 
Here # is the index mapping associated with which was denoted by w x in 8 . Define the small category K s K such that Ob K s I and
Ž .
i igI < which is an isomorphism of monoids with s , i g I, and # the
which is bijective. Then
is a semilinear isomorphism of left acts.
Ž w x. Construction 2.5 cf. also 12 . Take a simple undirected graph G.
Ž . Let Send G be the monoid of strong endomorphisms of G and let U s Gr be the canonical strong factor graph of G, so that G s wŽ .
is the canonical strong decomposition of G where Y denotes u ug U u the equivalence class of u g U with respect to . Define the small
. with the composition of mappings, u,¨g U. Consider R s Aut U , the group of graph automorphisms of U. Then K is R-compatible and we can form Rwr K.
From now on we suppose that U s Gr is finite. We consider the two mappings
u ugU < with s and where # is the permutation of U induced by and
AutŽU .
:
where u represents the -class of y in U and y s y. Then ␣ is an u isomorphism of monoids, is bijective, and
DIVISIBILITY
In this section we investigate divisibility for generalized act wreath products and apply the results to ''endodivisibility'' of projective right Ž . ha¨e ␣ f a s ␤ f a for all a g K with ra s c.
s pЈr, g ra f a s pЈ, g a r f a , and
s pЈ, g a and thus p s pЈ.
r, f a , contradicting the hypothesis. This proves 
Ž . Ž . pr s pЈr and thus p s pЈ by a . Moreover, this implies g ra f a s Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . g Ј ra f a for all a g K where g ra , g Ј ra g Mor ra, pra . Now, for
Ž . right cancellable with respect to Mor c, pc by c and thus g ra s g Ј ra
Note that in this case, in particular, r acts surjecti¨ely on K. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Propositions 3.2 and 3.3. 
Ž . Ž . Ž . and g y s g Ј y g Mor y, py for x / y g K with Mor y, py / л. 
, contradicting the hypothesis. This It is easy to see that Theorem 4.4 can be applied to characterize the Ž w x. torsion-freeness of A B when using the specification of Con- Ž . in this case R from Construction 2.4 is T T I , left cancellability of # means that # is injective and this means that for every j g I the element e appears at most once as a first factor in where is determined by j Ž . according to Lemma 3.6. Then 2 of Part 1 in Corollary 4.5 is excluded.
The right S-act Y is endotorsion-free if and only if
Ž . 
ACT REGULARITY
Now we investigate act regularity for generalized act wreath products and apply the results to ''endo act regularity'' of projective right S-acts. w x Act regularity in this sense was introduced in 16 following a concept from w x w x modules over rings; see also 8, 9, 11 . We use Rwr K and K B from We shall use the following equivalent formulation. 
